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Climate variability, such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation, drives year-to-year 
fluctuations in hydro-meteorological and climatological extremes. Every year, such 
extremes (e.g. floods and droughts) account for high economic losses around the 
globe. Despite some studies suggesting progress in reducing vulnerability and the 
financial losses of floods in recent decades, disaster risk reduction (DRR) still 
requires a substantial shift from managing disasters to managing risks. Therefore, 
an important step for achieving DRR lies in understanding how climate variability 
may result in flood and drought impacts.  

The impact of disasters can be reduced when reliable forecasted risk information is 
available to steer preventative risk reduction measures. In recent years, these 
systems have improved the capability of forecasting hydrometeorological and 
climatological variables, producing predictions of flood and drought magnitudes 
with higher accuracy at longer lead times than before. However, there is still a gap 
in translating hazard events into impact information, such as damages from 
weather events. Hence, one of the biggest research challenges is the transition 
from “what will the weather be?” to “what will the weather do?”. Forecast 
information that is designed to express the expected impacts is known as “impact-
based forecasting”. Recently, there has been an emerging literature describing 
ways to automatically trigger preventative actions to reduce the impacts of 
weather events based on early warning systems. In such a system, early actions can 
be triggered when a forecast surpasses a certain threshold. For example, farmers 
could receive ex-ante cash compensation when a forecast projects rainfall deficits 
below a certain threshold using an indicator of rainfall anomalies. However, despite 
advances in flood and drought forecasting systems, associated uncertainties with 
the forecast information remain large, and scientific evidence of the beneficial 
impacts of acting early based on forecast information is still limited. Hence, not 
knowing precisely how hydrometeorological hazards might have an impact on 
people’s lives, livelihoods and on the economy, stakeholders often do not take 
appropriate action. As a consequence, the vast majority of early warnings are not 
routinely used as a basis for financing and triggering preventative actions against 
weather events.  

The main objective of this thesis is to improve the understanding on links between 
climate variability and weather-related impacts of both floods and droughts. This 
relationship is investigated from global to regional scales, and at different lead 
times, with the purpose of achieving an impact-based forecast that can guide the 
implementation of early actions effectively before a potential drought or flood 
materializes. 



 
 

First, the spatial and temporal influence of climate variability on extreme 
meteorological and flood events at the pan-European scale is analysed. This is done 
by investigating the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO), and the East Atlantic pattern (EA) during their neutral, positive, 
and negative phases, to understand their relationships with four flood indicators: 
Occurrence of Extreme Rainfall, Intensity of Extreme Rainfall, Flood Occurrence, 
and Flood Damage. The results show that climate variability has strong links with 
the four flood indicators. Both positive and negative phases of NAO and EA are 
associated with more frequent and intense extreme rainfall over large areas of 
Europe, whereas the effect of ENSO on the intensity and frequency of extreme 
rainfall in Europe is much smaller. It is shown for the first time that Flood Damage 
and Flood Occurrence in Europe are strongly associated with climate variability, 
especially in southern and eastern Europe with the strongest link being observed 
for NAO. 

Subsequently, the role of seasonally lagged and synchronous indices of climate 
variability on flood losses at the sub-regional European scale is examined. Special 
attention is given to investigating the likelihood of seasonal flood losses based on 
indices of climate variability, and to detect whether some of these losses can be 
predicted one season ahead. Results show that the indices of climate variability can 
be used to predict classes of Damaging, Low Damaging and Medium Damaging 
flood events, mostly in at least 2 out of 4 seasons in all European sub-regions. 
Furthermore, it is shown that some of the classes of flood losses can be predicted 
one season ahead because a lagged relationship may exist between the indices of 
climate variability and the flood losses in all European sub-regions. It is observed 
that the likelihood of flood losses occurring may increase or decrease by up to 
±100% in comparison to historical probabilities. The results provide a better 
understanding of the combined effect of climate variability on flood losses, and 
reflect on how such impact-based information can be used to improve flood risk 
management practices.  

Furthermore, this thesis identifies regions where anomalies in European crop 
production can be forecasted based the indices of climate variability using a 
Machine Learning technique called “Fast-and-Frugal Trees”. Results show that by 
applying the Fast-and-Frugal Trees, high/low classes of sugar beet production can 
be predicted in 77% of the investigated regions, corresponding to 81% of total 
European sugar beet production. For nearly half of these regions, such impact-
based information is available six or five months before the start of the sugar beet 
harvesting season, where approximately 44% of the mean annual sugar beet is 
produced. Based on such findings, this thesis discusses how impact-based 
forecasting information can widely improve the management of the agricultural 
sector in Europe. To provide further insights into the strengths and limitations of 



 
 

the approach, the proposed method is subsequently tested on other crop 
production database and crop type.  

The Fast-and-Frugal trees approach is also applied to a case in Kenya (based on 
indices of climate variability and vegetation coverage) for predicting maize yields. 
This early warning information of low maize yields are used to assess the cost-
effectiveness of providing farmers with ex-ante cash transfers, instead of 
compensating yield losses after a drought. Results show that the Fast-and-Frugal 
Trees models have skill to forecast low maize yields in all five Kenyan districts. In 
most cases, models have predictive skill already six months before the start of the 
harvesting season. While not perfect, the model correctly forecasts “below yield 
threshold” 85% of the time, across different low yield percentiles, districts, and 
lead times. The models' performance improves towards the end of the growing 
season driven by a decrease of 29% in the probability of False Alarms. When 
assuming a perfect forecast (Hits = 100% and False Alarms = 0%), cash transfers 
can be most cost-effective ex-ante at a lead time of 6 months. Moreover, when 
using actual forecasts based on the Fast-and-Frugal trees predictions, results 
demonstrate that ex-ante cash transfers can often be more cost-effective than ex-
post cash transfers, especially for the more extreme yield deficits. Multiple 
challenges for operationalizing cash transfers based on indicators of droughts are 
identified. For instance, taking adequate actions in response to early warnings of 
drought risks based on indices of climate variability requires an in-depth 
understanding of the potential impact and timing of a hazard.  

Despite such challenges, this thesis provides policy recommendations showcasing 
opportunities to reduce the risk of disasters by responding to forecasts of climate 
variability, and by better understanding risks associated with it. It shows examples 
of organizations that already use ENSO forecasts for reducing risks, but also 
acknowledges that some constraints to early action still exist to respond to ENSO 
forecasts. Nevertheless, it concludes that ex-ante information regarding the spatial 
configuration of risk leveraged by impact-based forecasts with long lead times, 
such as the ones developed in this thesis, can support a shift towards a more 
anticipatory and preventative risk management. 

This thesis highlights some key challenges and topics that require further 
investigation in future research. For instance, it suggests that in order to improve 
the understanding of the impacts of climate variability, research is required 
regarding the dynamics of climate variability. It also proposes that for improving 
the understanding on the impacts of climate variability, better data and an 
investigation on the relationships between human and natural systems is needed. 
Moreover, this thesis indicates that future studies can enhance impact-based 
forecasting by improving the forecasting skill and lead-time of indices of climate 
variability, and by combining the forecast of indices of climate variability with 



 
 

socioeconomic impacts of floods and droughts. Lastly, further research can be 
performed to identify the underlying interests and incentives that are relevant to 
stakeholders for mainstreaming DRR into flood and drought risk management and 
policies, in combination with exploring the benefits of acting early. This thesis 
advances the understanding on links between climate variability and weather-
related impacts of both floods and droughts, which can be used for generating 
impact-based forecasting and triggering early action.  

 


